A mathematical model of a long chromosome is set up under simplifying assumptions, the principal one being that there exists a special interference metric specifying the positions o f loci. I t is assumed that the metrical lengths o f the intercepts formed on a strand b y the points of exchange of material have independent probability distributions.
A mathematical model of a long chromosome is set up under simplifying assumptions, the principal one being that there exists a special interference metric specifying the positions o f loci. I t is assumed that the metrical lengths o f the intercepts formed on a strand b y the points of exchange of material have independent probability distributions.
Restricting attention to chromosome arms o f great length, general analytical expressions are obtained for the quantities which are genetically observable. Under some additional assumptions special formulae are derived for map distance and recombination, in finite terms suitable for computation, and involving a disposable constant related to the intensity of the interference.
It is shown that w ith sufficiently intense interference the recombination fraction over a segment is an oscillatory function o f the map length o f the segment, and th at recombinations in excess of 50 % are therefore in some cases to be expected.
I ntroduction
The present paper is intended both as a mathematical supplement to the recent note on 'The sex chromosome in the house mouse' (Fisher, Lyon & Owen 1947) , and as the first of a series in which the ideas there put forward will be extended and applied, obtaining successive approximations to an adequate theory of interference and of the chromosome map.
One of the main aims of current genetical research is to determine in various organisms the topography of the genetical material, and to represent the mutable genes on each chromosome as occupying loci on a linear map. The order and spacing of the genes (though sometimes aided by cytological evidence and artificially produced rearrangements) has, mainly, to be inferred from the amounts of recom bination exhibited by sets of genes when appropriately designed backcross experi ments are carried out.
With closely spaced loci the recombination value y may itself be used as a con ventional measure of distance (i.e. as a metric) in which to map the chromosome. But, in order to extend the map to wider intervals, it is necessary to introduce a more sophisticated convention. The map distance x between two loci is defined as the average number of points of exchange per strand which is formed between the loci in the course of a large number of meioses. This quantity is not directly observ able, and is not equal to the recombination fraction y, which is the probability of occurrence of an odd number of exchange points. The inequality of x and y results from two causes, the occurrence of multiple crossing-over, and the operation of interference. With no interference, then, as pointed out by Haldane (1919) , x and y are related by 2y = 1 -e~2x. I 67 ]
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Following other early work by Haldane (1919) , Kosambi the formula 2 y = tanh 2x (1944) has proposed as an approximate representation of the connexion between x and y , when there is interference of the intensity encountered in many organisms. If this formula holds, the recombination fraction over the sum of two contiguous intervals with fractions Vi, y2 is given by
2/1+2 -yi+y»
Where data are available for three loci, this latter relation has been verified to hold to a fair degree of approximation, and so represents a considerable advance.
The position is, however, left unsatisfactory in three respects. In the first place the Kosambi formula sets an unpassable upper limit of 50 % to the recombination over any segment, and requires that yb e a steadily in But recombinations in excess of 50 % have been occasionally reported, and recently (Wright 1947 ) some good data of this kind have been obtained for the sex chromosome in the house mouse. Values of the order of 56 % were observed, and, more strikingly, two genes known to be widely separated (at a distance of the order of 30 cM) showed almost equal recombinations (in excess of 50 %) with a third locus not situated between them.
Secondly, Kosambi's formula predicates th at the properties of the chromosome are uniform along its length; however, there is evidence of variation with distance from the centromere. * Thirdly, the Kosambi relation by itself does not provide a complete theory of gametic frequencies for finked loci, since with four genes or more the frequencies of the modes of gamete formation cannot be specified fully by its means. W hat is required, therefore, is a general formulation, in which may be specified, in terms of n parameters, the probability Prir2...rn-i°f there being exactly r2, of exchange formed per strand in the intervals (1,2), (2,3), ..., (n -l ,n) between any number n of finked loci.
The present series of papers attempts this general formulation, on the basis of various simplifying assumptions which are necessary to make mathematical treat ment possible. In this part attention is restricted to long-chromosome arms, and, as a first approximation, the assumption is made th at such an arm is of infinite length. In part II this particular restriction will be removed. I t will be assumed th at the centromere insulates from one another the two arms of a bivalent, so that chiasma formation upon one arm is independent of all events taking place upon the other. Each strand of an arm of a tetrad is idealized into a semi-infinite continuum of point loci, which may be regarded as mapped out into a semi-infinite straight line having its origin a t the centromere O. A point on the strand may thus be defined in terms of its distance u from O, where u is measured in some metric yet to be specified.
This metric, in terms of which the interference properties of the chromosome will be specified, is not necessarily a linear function of the physical length of the chro-
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. I 69 matid, and must be distinguished from the cytological, mutational or genetical map distances. Attention will be confined to events upon a single strand of the tetrad, since this is all that is relevant to purely genetical observations on diploids. Under certain further assumptions will be calculated the distribution and frequency of occurrence, on such a strand, of the points of exchange of material with non-sister strands. The distribution of points of exchange, once known, affords the material for develop ment of analytical expressions for the genetical observables (such as map distance and recombination) in terms of the metrical parameters of loci.
At the outset it is assumed, for ease of exposition and conceptual simplicity, th at the formation of chiasmata follows the serial process in space and time postulated by Mather (1936 Mather ( , 1937 . In part II it will be shown th at such an assumption is not logically essential to the probability calculus derived therefrom, and if desired may be dispensed with. The question o f £ axiomatics ' will be treated in a later part.
At present, following Mather's ideas, the point of exchange which on a particular strand is formed proximal to the centromere will be called the first exchange point. Let the probability th at this first exchange point be formed in the elementary segment of metrical length du, situated a t metrical distance u from the centromere, dp = ffiu ) du.
I t is next postulated that, when the first exchange point has been established, the secbnd point of exchange (proximal to the first) is formed, at some later time, in an interval dv at a distance v from the first, with a probability, conditional on the establishment of the former exchange point, which is given by
./ m Similarly, it is assumed that the distribution of the rth exchange point conditional on the establishment of the \r -1 )th is given by dp = ffiw) dw (w > 0),1 = 0 (w < 0),j w denoting the distance between the (r -l)th and the rth chiasma. I t will be seen that the above postulates are equivalent to the two independent statements:
(1) the distributions of intercept lengths between consecutive points of exchange are independent of one another;
(2) interference properties of the centromere and of each of the established exchange points are identical on the metric chosen.
The various possible contributory mechanisms, namely, chiasma interference, chromatid interference, and bivalent competition, may be regarded as having their effects subsumed in the function fi{u) ,t o which, later, plausible forms will For mathematical convenience it will be assumed in the sequel th at is piecewise continuous.
The basic function/^(w) may be regarded as having the following genesis. Suppose, at a given stage in the serial process of formation, th at s the point of exchange most recently created and therefore is th at one most distant from the centromere. Con sidering an elementary segment P of length du situa let it be supposed that the probability of an exchange point in du, conditional on there being no exchange point in the interval EP, is equal to k{u) du.
I t follows that the probability that no exchange point be formed in EP is which we denote by
this formula resulting from the fact th at the probability of no exchange in dv, conditional on there being no point of exchange between E and dv, is
Thus the probability that there be a point of exchange formed in du and none in is the product ,
But this probability is merely the probability th at the first exchange point following E should fall in du, and consequently the distribution of this point, conditional
The condition, that the establishment of an exchange point completely inhibits other points in its immediate neighbourhood, is
Also
as is clear from the meaning of p(u) or from formula (1). I t is further assumed th a t on the long-chromosome arm at least one exchange point is formed per strand. This requires th at the probability of no points of exchange between the centromere and infinity be zero, that is . . _ Î t is assumed th at the metric may be-so chosen that, in the absence of interference, exchange points would appear with uniform prior probability so th at Denote by dp = fr(u) du the distribution of the rth point of exchange, u being metrical distance from the centromere.
The probability of a point of exchange being formed in du is 00 2 / r(w)dw = F(l,u)du.
r-1
Denote by pr(t) the probability of exactly r exchange points in the interval (0, t), th at is to say, in the segment with termini 0 and Then
Introducing the generating function P (A , 0 = 2 Ar^»r(0 we 
and the identity follows since P(A, 0) = 1. | 00 e have £ PAO = P (M ) = 1 for segments of all lengths showing r= l th at the system of probabilities is consistent.
By (5) we have
which are Volterra equations, defining f x(t) and the other. The functions XF (X,t -u) and are reciprocal kernels. In particular, we have the inverse series
We may note th at if the expected density of exchange points F(lft) is given, then 00 f x(t) is determined as 2 Fr(l,t). I t is easy to derive relations in terms of characteristic r-1 functions.
The transforms
Poo Poo

M{X,z)=\ &*F(X,t)dt, &*fx{t)dt
Substituting two values A1} A2 in (9) and eliminating m(z) we obtain
which inverts to give the integral relation
with the corollary
The theory of genetical recombination. I are certainly defined in the negative half-plane of z. From (8)
For the general segment (tx, t2) whose termini are the loci u = t2 (> tx) we define pq(tx,t2) as the probability of q exchange points and construct the generating function ^P {X,tx,t2) = 2 A^Pg,^, i2).
a=o
Denote by fQ (u | r, tx) the probability density at u of the gth point of exchange in (tx, t2) conjoint with there being r such points in (0, so th at
For, since AF (A, u -v) and -A f^u -v) are reciprocal Volterra theory (Bocher 1913) th a t the unique continuous solution of (14) is ru F { \,u,tj = z(u And, differentiating this equation,
so th a t (16) follows on integration. i°(A, may now be computed in terms of the auxiliary function j) which has itself been expressed in terms of the basic function A, w).
We have
r*evjii so th a t 
3=0
showing th at the sum of the probabilities is unity. We may note also the formula
which obtains on account of the identity
Jo which is the integral of
Genetical map distance and recombination fraction
The quantities of interest are those which are observable genetically, and these include the map distance between and the recombination fraction of two loci. The recombination fraction is directly in evidence in linkage crosses and the map distance is an observable in a less direct sense, being approximated to by the sum of the recombination fractions, in successive pairs, of closely spaced genes forming a chain between the two loci in question.
In terms of the exchange point probabilities, as defined in the preceding section,
denoting the map distance and recombination fraction for the interval (0, t) proximal to the centromere, which are defined respectively as the expected number of points of exchange in the interval and as the probability of an odd number of such points occurring.
We have the relations
In virtue of P(A,
by (10), (22) (25) which follow from (23) and (24) by integration.
I t is easily verified that the map distance x(t) is proportional to the metric t, only in the case of non-interfering and, therefore, totally random occurrence of points of exchange. For, by (23), the assumption x(t) = kt requires
which has the unique solution f x(t) = k e~kt. Substituting this form in the latter of equations (23) and solving, we get, for y, the Haldane formula for zero interference,
I t may be verified that, for all sufficiently snlooth forms of the distribution func tion f x{u), the recombination value with the centromere as the locus at t recedes to infinity tends to the non-linkage value of Rearranging the second of equations (25) we obtain
The conditions of the Mercerian theorem of Paley & Wiener (1934) r-0 is essentially positive, so that x(t) steadily increases with t and consequently tends either to a finite limit X or to infinity. On the former hypothesis we would have
by the integral analogue of Tannery's theorem, so th at we arrive a t the contradiction X = l + X.
Hence x(t) tends to infinity with t. I t is natural to suppose that for long segments of metric length t, the mean inter cept length u = yx is given approximately by tfx(t), and therefore t as t -> g o. However, a more precise and general result may be established, namely, if
where gx{u) = -, with 0, > 0, then
where /q, are the first two moments of f x(u). We note that x'(t) is bounded, for, if we assume then fr(u) = gr(u) + hr(u), 
where var fx denotes the variance of f x{u). A similar argument may, of course, be employed to establish the previous result that y(t) = £ + o(l) and also that P(A, £) = o(l) for all | A | < 1.
For the general segment we have, with an obvious notation, as is to be expected, map length being simply the integral of density of exchange points. Also, for recombination,
which is not the simple difference of y(t2) and y(tx), the effect of interference being shown through the relations
where y'(w) is now employed in a slightly wider sense than formerly, F ( -l,w) .
as representing (34) 
To establish these last relations we note that
Equation (35) exemplifies the fact that a proper formulation of a theory of inter ference excludes an addition theorem for the recombination fractions of segments such as exists in the empirical Kosambi theory. For two segments terminating at the centromere and on opposite sides of it, we have X12 = X1 + x 2, 2/12 = 2/i + 2/2 -22/l2/2> since the generating function of probabilities is the product of the functions appro priate to the constituent segments, the arms having been assumed independent. Equation (35) shows th at as t% recedes to infinity y(tx, t2) tends to which is the value for independent segregation. For
4. Special formulae for map len g th and recombination
To obtain formulae suitable for computation and comparison with observation it is necessary to particularize the function fi(u) -Any choic can clearly only receive posterior justification based on a correspondence of theo retical prediction with observation. In their discussion of the sex chromosome in the mouse Fisher et al. (1947) and with variance v ar/j = 0-4849. The corresponding functions p(u) and k(u) are p(u) = sech tu, = tanh \ ttu, giving to the theory a certain uniformity. Apart from the question of posterior justification this form was suggested by analogy with the Kosambi functional relation 2y = tanh 2% , which has so far been the most useful representation of the effects of interference. Clearly, there can be no universally valid form offx(u) applying to all chromosomes of all species. To determine an approximate form for a particular chromosome in a given species would require a vast body and amount of data from linkage experi ments, such as probably hardly exist even in the case of the Drosophila linkage groups. While such fitting will be desirable, it will not be attempted at the present stage. Instead, the function 9( -sech which appears in the case of the sex chromosome of Mus musculus to have been an apt choice, will be replaced by a close mimic of very simple mathematical properties, which is therefore suitable, at the least, for making a qualitative survey of the effects of interference. In part II, where coincidence is considered, it will be shown that the Kosambi formula repre sents an approximation to the results which proceed from the present assumptions.
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This choice of function has a defect, in that the order at infinity is slightly too great in respect of the factor u,which is equivalent to the implic a residual interference operating a t great distances. In the treatm ent of the finite chromosome arm to be developed later this is not even a theoretical hindrance, since the form of f x{u) only needs to be defined over a finite range. Similarly, the order of magnitude at infinity fails, in the present stage of theory, to constitute a real ground of criticism. The purpose of the mathematical idealization which extends the strand to infinity is not, of course, to predict the distribution of points of exchange upon the remote imaginary portion, but rather to obtain an approximation to the form of this distribution for the proximal parts of the strand (a proximal part of the ideal infinite strand being identified with some real finite strand). The mathematical device of permitting the infinite extension is equivalent merely to assuming th at the end of the arm exerts no repressive effect on the formation of exchange points. To this degree of approximation any observables calculated for a segment ending at u = t, are taken as being the values appropriate to a chromosome of this (or any greater) finite length.
For convenience in calculation an unstandardized metric will be employed in which fi(u) = u e~u. The final formulae will be obtained by replacing any metrical length t by 2 t.We obtain, by direct calculation, If fi(u) = then m(z) = l + z + f z 2+ ... = 1/(1 -12)2, so th at u = 1, v a r/x = \ which is very close to the variance of
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so that the exchange-point density is 
For the probabilities of 0,1,2,... points of exchange in (0, t) we have
which are the terms of a compound Poisson series (Feller 1943 ) (as is not unexpected since interference may be regarded as negative contagion).
The probability of at least one point of exchange on a chromosome arm of length 
-p(T) = -(1+ T) e~T = Integrating
F(l,u) = e^sinhw and F( -l,u) = e^sinu
from 0 to tw e get x(t) = i + i e-2*,
Also, for the general segment (tx, t2), we have, with the n
so that, on integrating F(l,u, tx) and F ( -l,u, tx) , we obtain
x(tx, t2) = x(t2) -x(tx) R£2 -tx) + i(e -"* -e -^),
y{t 1 , t2) = i -1 e"*2 {e<i cos (t2 -tx) + e = -|{e-(<2-<l) cos (t2 -tx) + e-to+W. sin (£2 -^)}.
Thus, in the standardized metric, we have the formulae 
It will be noted that the defect t -x(t) for long proximal segments has the value 0*25 or 25 cM in agreement with the magnitude ^(1 -v a r/t) calculated in §3, and that y(tv t2) tends to 0-5 in all segments when the distal locus recedes to infinity. Neither of the genetical observables is a function of interval length only but depends on both the metrical distance between the loci, and on the location of the segment with respect to the centromere.
The theory of
The existence of interference of the character considered here implies, on long segments, recombination values in excess of 50 %. The recombination value with the centromere y(t) takes, as we travel out from the centromere, alternately maximum
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and minimum values, and oscillates about the ultimate 50 % level. The course of this function which is exhibited in figure 4 , by the curve = is a damped wave. Table 1 gives the positions and magnitudes of the nearer maxima and minima. Since chromosome lengths above 200 cM are rare, we do not attach much reality to the latter entries, but the first maximum, nevertheless, may be observable, though its position and magnitude are modified by the effect of the chromosome end, of which account is taken in part II.
If tx is kept fixed; the positions of the distal locus for which* the recombinati value achieves maximum and minimum values are given by x(t), the map distance from the centromere, is illustrated by figure 3. Table 2 gives as percentages the values of as a function of segment length (t2 -tx) for various positions of the first locus, namely, the centromere and at tx = 0*4, tx = 0-8 and tx = 1*2, which are respectively at map distances 0, 20*05, 56*02 and 95*21 cM from the centromere. The values, computed rather conveniently from Hayashi's tables (1930) , have a possible error of ± 1 in the last figure.
The table shows that ym(tx), the maximum of y12 for given tx, increases as tx is moved out. Also, the variation in y12 for changing xX 2 is extremely slight for xX 2 in excess of 60-^70 cM, so that determination of position from loose linkage observations is very inaccurate.
In standardized metric the probability of at least one point of exchange on a chromosome arm of length T is
while that of no such point is (1 + 2 T )ẽ2T.
These probabilities are shown as functions of T in figure 1 . n(T) is less than 0-5 for T < 0-85 and therefore for arms shorter than 60 cM, but exceeds 0-9 on arms longer than 174 cM, so that within the present theory the probability of no exchange point is very appreciable on arms of short or moderate length.
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T h e behaviour of the recombination fraction
The oscillatory property of the recombination fraction when the distal end of a segment varies results from the operation of interference. For the oscillation to take place the intensity of interference must reach a certain degree. Below this intensity the recombination fraction behaves monotonically, increasing steadily to its ultimate value of 50 %.
Within the present theory the nature of the interference is specified completely when the form of the distribution curve of the first point of exchange is given; th at is, the distribution dp = f x(u) du. Consider various choices of thi supposed in each case that the total frequency and the mean are each equal to unity i (i.e. th at the metric is standardized). Then, the curves with the greater concentrations will represent conditions of more powerful interference than do those distributions which are more dispersed. Taking an extreme (and, of course, completely abstract example), we can let fi(u) be the improper unit function fi(u) = 8(uw hich is zero except at the point U.We then have y(t) = 1 + ( -)!+£*/ and the graph of y(t) is th at of a step function oscillating betweenjjvalues 0 and 1, the saltus points being the set u = mU (m = 1,2,3,...).
I t is easy, however, to construct a smooth model, which may perhaps ultimately prove capable of fitting to linkage data, and which illuminates the kind of relation between oscillation of the recombination value and the degree of concentration of the f x(u) curve. The function f x(u) = 4 ue _2" d a confluent form of the more general function
As a tends to unity this function approaches the value 4 is normalized and has mean unity, and variance given by where and a?+ 1
so that 2 < 6 <ooifa>l, while 2 = 6 if a = 1. For any value of the parameter a, the general course of the function is similar to th at of = 4 If the parameter a is allowed to become less than unity the curves thereby generated are identical with the family obtained for values of a greater than unity. We have 
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( 54) where m = % /(62 -46), ur ' = ^(46--62) . For all curves of this family for which the variance is greater than or equal to the critical value f , the recombination value .with the centromere rises monotonically with increasing length of segment. For variances less than the critical, interference is sufficient to produce damped oscilla tions which for some loci raise the value above 0-5. The maxima and minima occur at t = w,7r/^/(46 -62), n = magnitudes ^ , ■ ym = 2 { 1 + < -)n+lexp 7 ( 4^6 5 )
The incipient oscillation shows itself in the presence of the point of inflexion a t t = 0*25 on the curve
corresponding to the critical variance. Within this family, I the reciprocal of 6, which is the same as 1 -might be taken as a measure of the intensity of interference. More generally, remembering from § 3 that twice the deficiency t -x(t) of exchange points from the number expected on the basis of no interference is given by (1 -we might adopt this quantity as an index of the amount of interference. This is not an inappropriate choice since the extreme instance, 6 = oo, corresponds to unit variance and a basic distribution
lim ---{exp | n^c * a -1 1 Jr|L -w (~a/ -exP ^-u^a 1 = e_M> for which the interference vanishes. For variance greater than unity, there is an excess of points of exchange so th a t a negative value of the index I -1 -vi s, naturally enough, asso interference or contagion.
The index I may be shown to present itself in a second and equally natural way as a measure of the intensity of interference. As noted by Haldane (1931) , the presence of positive interference will make V(r), the sampling variance of the number of exchange points on a segment, fall short of its non-interference or Poisson value which would be merely f or x12.
In the general case we shall have for an interval (fl512) the sampling variance (l,v) F (l,u-v) (l,v) F(l,u -v) du by Dirichlet's formula. . Therefore on long arms the quantity { x12-V(r)} the concentration of exchange points in excess of that to be expected on the hypo thesis of a Poisson distribution, has a value approximately given by our interference index I = 1-v.
Before proceeding to the discussion of the course of the recombination fraction in the general case we note the formulae for the general segment associated with the function (49). The expression for y(h>h) is derived by way the most expeditious means of calculation. We have The map distance x(t) is tabulated in table 3 for metrical values up to t = 2-5. The last figure may be in error by + 1 for entries earlier than t = 1*0.
In the general case, the behaviour of x(t) and y(t) may be considered by extending the arguments employed in § 3. y(t) is bounded since it is equal to 00 00
Hence J e2* y\t) dt exists in Rz < 0 and equals , -i y g L ' by (9).
So that, in Rz < 0, f i + W r -n * "ijr r f iy -say-I t is easily verified th at L2(z) is meromorphic in the whole plane and has no poles in Rz < 0.
T able 3. Map distance from centromere as function of 
where B™ ' is a polynomial of degree nr, if /?r is of order nr.
Employing the Laplace inversion formula we have finally
where is a zero of 1 +m(z) of multiplicity nr and F "r(£) is a polynomial of degree nr in t, while R/?r > 0 for all r. Similarly, we obtain a;(() = ( -( l -+ S e-<«% (57)
where X™r(t) is a polynomial of degree mr and ar is a zero of 1 -m(z) of multiplicity mr, while R ar > 0 for all r. I t is convenient to assume that in each case the zeroes are arranged in order of increasing magnitude of the real part.
Since we have the limiting form y(t) ~ + Yfl(t) e-<&, the ultimate behaviour of y(t) depends on the character of the first zero and the associated polynomial Yf1). If is real, y(t) is ultimately monotonic approaching the value \ steadily from above or below, according to the sign of the leading term of F "1^). But as far as our present analysis takes us, it is not possible to say th at the approach must be necessarily from above, or necessarily from below. In particular, we cannot exclude the possibility that for some degrees of interference y(t) may follow one of the courses illustrated in figure 5 . If /?x is complex y(t) must necessarily oscillate in definitely about the value \ , and in consequence recombinations gre must be encountered indefinitely often as the segment length is increased.
We are concerned, in reality, with chromosome arms of finite length. The con siderations of this paper suggest th at with a sufficient length of arm (perhaps 150 to 200 cM) and intensity of interference, the recombination fraction of a locus P with the centromere may rise above 50 % as the distance from the centromere is increased.
The abstract discussion of this section, which has been included for theoretical completeness, shows, perhaps, what might be expected if nature provided sufficiently extended chromosome arms. According to the nature of the interference the value may be maintained, with or without oscillation, above 50 % as travels out towards the terminus. On the other hand, were the arm long enough and interference more severe, several positions of P for which the recombination OP showed maximum and minimum values, lying respectively above and below the 50 % level, could be comprised within the arm length.
Where there is interference, but of low intensity, then for all lengths of arm, recombination values of all segments will lie beneath 50 %, and the recombination value of a segment is a steadily increasing function of its length.
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6 . E x p a n s i o n s i n p o w e r s e r i e s If p(t) = 1 -fx (u) du is analytic at the origin, and therefore Jo 00 W ) * ; # p(t) = i tn valid in some interval, finite or infinite, we can deduce recurrence
relations for the coefficients in the corresponding series expansion which P(A,£) will then possess. Since the nth. derivative pn of p(t) at the origin exists, the existence of the nth derivative P (n)(A, 0) = Pn follows by repeated differentiation at = 0 of P(A,£) = 1 + (A-1) f and of We get P(A, t) = f x(t) + AJ P(A, u)fx(t -u) du. 
J x'{t -u)y'{u)du -x'(t) -y'(t)
yields Vi =*1, 2/2 2xxyx xz-2 x2yx-2x,xy2.
As an example of the use of equations (58) we may take the functions employed in the discussion of the sex chromosome in the house mouse, namely, I t may be noted th at the first two terms 2x -\{2x)2 are the same as those obtained in the expansion of 2 yf or the case when f x(u) = 4we_2M, this agreement res from the closeness of this function tõ
( -sech bnu). cu
The author is greatly indebted to Professor R. A. Fisher for suggesting study of this problem and for many helpful discussions.
